Telesonic infrasound from Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland: a unique opportunity to understand infrasonic network detection capability of volcanic eruptions
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Volcanic ash from the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland, during April-May 2010, had a significant societal impact, highlighting the need for effective ash cloud monitoring. Despite its modest-size, the eruption was recorded across at least 17 atmospheric infrasound stations distributed across Europe, Russia, Greenland, Canada and Alaska at ranges of up to 5000 km. Among these stations, some are part of the International Monitoring System (IMS), the others are operated by various European institutions for basic research (France, Germany, England, the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland and Norway).

Iceland is located at the heart of the North Atlantic Ocean, a well-known microbarom source region, which makes the identification of detections associated to the volcano non-trivial. As a consequence, a simple empirical procedure based on detection parameters at each station has been developed to discriminate between the volcanic and microbarom detections. Selected detections exhibit very clear periodic variations in amplitudes, back-azimuths, trace-velocities and frequencies, which can be attributed to propagation effects, source effects or station effects (such as signal to noise ratio). Comparison with atmospheric specifications from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), local volcanic seismic tremor data will be made to investigate their effects on detections.

Such a sustained volcanic signal is a unique opportunity to measure the European infrasonic network detection capability and to compare observations with theoretical detection capability models.